Our Intuitives Bios:

Leona Tjan - 888.284.2328
Leona is clairvoyant, clairaudient, clairsentient, and a medium. As an
Intuitive, she offers insights into your past and how it can relate to your
present. She teaches in the areas of medium-ship, and spiritual self
development. Skilled tarot card reader for clients that prefer a tarot
reading with an intuitive twist. A motivational speaker and certified life
coach. Leona is the creator of the "Serenity Mind Show airing Friday at
9pm. An empathetic medium with a special intuition for animals. Leona
has been working in this field for 25 years.
E-Mail: leonaann@serenitymind.us

Laura Evans - 888.284.2328
Laura is a spiritual medium, clairvoyant and intuitive. She believes in past
lives and the after -life. Her intuitive insight enables her to work with
people on their deepest soul level. One of her magical gifts is to
communicate with animals, both domestic and wild. Laura has been
working as psychic for 25 years and was a regular guest as a clairvoyant
on The Phoenix Phyr radio talk show in San Diego for two years and on
the very popular Eric San Wayde radio talk show in Corpus Christie for
five years. She is also a published author and wildlife photographer and is
currently working on three books. “Follow your intuition, work on
listening to you inner self, and enlightenment will follow” is Laura’s
intuitive message for you.
E-Mail: Laura@serenitymind.us

Edward Robinson - 888.284.2328
Edward is clairvoyant, clairaudient, clairsentient, and a medium. He sees
the past, present and future. He offers insights into your past and how it
can relate to your present and future. He is a motivational speaker, and
life coach. He is the sibling of Leona Tjan and has been an intuitive from
birth. As a National Kickboxing Champion and Instructor, he works with
others in developing discipline that transfers into their physical and
spiritual life. Edward has been working as an intuitive for 20 years.
E-Mail: edward@serenitymind.us

Angela Dellafiora - 888.284.2328
Angela has worked as a psychic/spiritual consultant for over 25 years.
Angela is known for her channeling and clairvoyant abilities, as well as
helping people know and understand their past lives. As a channelist,
Angela is able to help people connect with their spirit guides as well as
communicate with their loved ones on the other side. While working for
the Defense Department, Angela participated in the psychic phenomenon
program called STARGATE and worked as a remote viewer for nine
years. One of the cases that Angela solved was televised by the British
Broadcasting Communications (BBC) for the TV program “Mysteries”
that was aired by the Discovery channel.
E-Mail: Angela@serenitymind.us

Suzanne Porter - 888.284.2328
Suzanne is a clairvoyant, clariaudient, and clairsentient. She uses all her
gifts to bring people messages and information from her guides. She has
had a connection with her guides for over thirty years and has been
attuned to the spirit world since childhood.
E-Mail: suzanne@serenitymind.u

